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Welcome Chris, joining Luca as CMS convener!
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VH WG1 subgroup activities
VH twiki: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHXSWGVH


Mailing lists 
‣ lhc-higgs-xsbr@cern.ch  

[general WG1 thread - for discussions / meeting advertisement]

‣ lhc-higgs-vh-convener@cern.ch  

[conveners mailing list for direct  
communication]


‣ lhc-higgs-xsbr-vhvbf@cern.ch is obsolete and not used anymore! 


Indico page for VH WG1 meetings:  https://indico.cern.ch/category/5847/


https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCHXSWGVH
mailto:lhc-higgs-xsbr@cern.ch
mailto:lhc-higgs-vh-convener@cern.ch
mailto:lhc-higgs-xsbr-vhvbf@cern.ch
https://indico.cern.ch/category/5847/
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STXS for VH - short intro

(reference from LesHouches2017)

‣ optimized for analysis sensitivity (e.g. in this case driven by VH(bb) categorization)

‣ reducing dominant theory dependence in the measurement  

(by moving it to the interpretation stage)

‣ reduced residual theory uncertainties within the measurement of each bin 

(if residual th. uncertainties become large in the exp. acceptance for a bin, the bin the be 
further split in sub-categories)

‣ Feedback on the bin split is still 
welcome, not set in stone!

‣ Stage-1 bin split mostly based on VH(bb) analysis categories / variables

‣ “VH” bins include leptonic VH  
(H undecayed)


‣ qq ➝ V(qq)H as part of “VBF” bins

‣ gg ➝ Z(qq)H as part of “ggF”

STXS ≠ fiducial XS (and complementary) 
[fid/diff XS minimize theory dependence and 
acceptance corrections, decayed Higgs, ... ]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.07977.pdf
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(reference from LesHouches2017)

‣ optimized for analysis sensitivity (e.g. in this case driven by VH(bb) categorization)

‣ reducing dominant theory dependence in the measurement  

(by moving it to the interpretation stage)

‣ reduced residual theory uncertainties within the measurement of each bin 

(if residual th. uncertainties become large in the exp. acceptance for a bin, the bin the be 
further split in sub-categories)

‣ Feedback on the bin split is still 
welcome, not set in stone!

‣ Stage-1 bin split mostly based on VH(bb) analysis categories / variables

‣ “VH” bins include leptonic VH  
(H undecayed)


‣ qq ➝ V(qq)H as part of “VBF” bins

‣ gg ➝ Z(qq)H as part of “ggF”

STXS ≠ fiducial XS (and complementary) 
[fid/diff XS minimize theory dependence and 
acceptance corrections, decayed Higgs, ... ]

Reminder - two contributions from theory uncertainties

A. residual TH uncertainties, on the measurement of each 
single STXS bin (from assumed SM prediction of H kinematic 
within the STXS bin): these enter in the unfolding of exp. 
categories to STXS regions


B. 'interpretation' TH uncertainties, on the SM or BSM 
predictions of the STXS yields which enter in any subsequent 
interpretations


STXS scheme goal is to move the dominant TH unc. from A to B


First step: addressing B

STXS for VH - short intro

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.07977.pdf
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STXS for VH - bin split

Feedback on the bin split is still 
welcome, not set in stone!


‣ experimental analyses adopted a 
finer pTV split at below 150GeV: 
[75,150]+[150, ∞]


‣ split in exclusive jet-bins already in 
use across the whole pTV range, not 
only [150,250]GeV


‣ jet-bin definition: exclusive or 
inclusive bins for higher jet 
multiplicities?


‣ high-pT (above 250GeV) intended as 
BSM-sensitive bins: 
could an mVH categorization be 
interesting? 
 
(e.g. BSM effects in ggZH)

stage-1

stage-2
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
General parametrization of TH uncertainties for the interpretation step 
Ideally: ATLAS & CMS publish the measured STXS in each bin → TH prediction compared to the 
measurement with uncertainties coming directly from the table below 

stage-1



Single bin-boundary a/b splitting the phase space in 2:

The a/b cut itself is a new source of uncertainty, which is not present on σab
(e.g. jet-binning)

General parametrization of the uncertainty matrix = fully correlated + fully anti-correlated components
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
One word on the implementation of the uncertainty scheme:

‣ 2 independent nuisance parameter for each of the 3 observables

(reference in Section 6 from LH17)

1st NP - overall yield uncertainty of a common source

2nd NP - migration uncertainty introduced by the a/b cut
               which fully cancels out in the a+b sum

fully
correlated

fully
anti-correlated

This parametrization is useful also for theorists that want to identify and estimate each component of the 
uncertainty -- well known case of uncertainties in fixed-order or resummed calculation for jet-binning.

Note: example of single a/b boundary extendable to multiple regions / multiple boundaries

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.07977
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
Simple example: pTV split only

[0,150] + [150, 250] + [250, ∞]


σtot = σ[0,150] +  
         σ[150,250] +  
         σ[250,∞] 
      = σ[0,150] +  
         σ[150,∞]


σ[150,∞] = σ[150,250] +  
              σ[250,∞] 

5 observables: {σtot, σ[0,150], σ[150,∞], σ[150,250], σ[250,∞]}

1NP → θy   : {ΔyWH; Δy[0,150]; Δy[150,∞]; Δy[150,250]; Δy[250,∞]}


ΔyWH = Δy[0,150] + Δy[150,∞]


Δy[150,∞] = Δy[150,250] + Δy[250,∞]

xi parameters in the table derived from the distribution of the overall yield uncertainty: 

x1 = Δy[0,150] / ΔyWH


x2 = Δy[150,250] / ΔyWH


x3 = Δy[250,∞] / ΔyWH
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
Simple example: pTV split only

[0,150] + [150, 250] + [250, ∞]


σtot = σ[0,150] +  
         σ[150,250] +  
         σ[250,∞] 
      = σ[0,150] +  
         σ[150,∞]


σ[150,∞] = σ[150,250] +  
              σ[250,∞] 

2NP → θ0/150     : Δ150 x {0; 1; -1; -(1-y1); -y1}

            θ150/250     : Δ250 x {0; y2; -y2; (1-y2); -1}

(A priori the yi parameters don't have the same values)


Uncertainties on the cross-section bins:


unc.(σ[0,150]) =x1*ΔyWH  -  Δ150  -  y2*Δ250

unc.(σ[150,250]) =x2*ΔyWH  +  (1-y1)*Δ150  -  (1-y2)*Δ250

unc.(σ[250,∞]) =x3*ΔyWH  +  y1*Δ150  +  Δ250


‣ Δ150  is the unc. induced 
by the cut at 150GeV, fully 
anticorrelated {+1;-1} 
across the boundary, and 
distributed by y1 over the 
[150,∞] region


‣ Δ250  is the unc. induced 
by the cut at 250GeV,  
fully anticorrelated {+1;-1} 
across the boundary, and 
distributed by y2 over the 
[150,250] region

5 observables: {σtot, σ[0,150], σ[150,∞], σ[150,250], σ[250,∞]}
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme

Ideally we want to provide a tool that implements this scheme with the state-of-the-art 
estimate of central values and uncertainties for/across each STXS bin.

the main item provided by this tool is the parametrization scheme
the tool itself has to be flexible enough to potentially accommodate a new/
different TH prediction with its own uncertainty estimate

‣ start with MC samples used in experimental analyses: PowhegMiNLO 
[readily available]


‣ consider scale variations as first step - uncertainties from pTV and n-jet cuts


‣ start to build the uncertainty matrix from this first (simpler) example to spot 
potential issues and prepare the framework for more advanced TH 
predictions/estimates

First step - test the implementation with the available predictions

deriving the {x, y, z} and Δ parameters from slide 6
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
Example from Dag's talk for ggF -- full table of uncertainties for ggF categories

https://indico.cern.ch/event/618048/contributions/2519117/attachments/1428957/2193875/WG1_March16_2017.pdf
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
Example from Dag's talk for ggF -- full table of uncertainties for ggF categories

Sum across the column gives back 1, and the absolute uncertainty on the single category is 
obtained from each single x-value:

0J - 2.25*0.46 = 1.03

https://indico.cern.ch/event/618048/contributions/2519117/attachments/1428957/2193875/WG1_March16_2017.pdf
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STXS for VH - uncertainty sources and estimates

fixed-order predictions?

sensitive to resummation effects: 
resummed calculations or  
parton-shower MCsUncertainty from the modeling of parton-shower effects not included right 

now, but usually one of the dominant in the Higgs signal model

Second step - uncertainty estimate

How do we want to estimate 
EW uncertainties?
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STXS for VH - uncertainty sources and estimates

fixed-order predictions?

sensitive to resummation effects: 
resummed calculations or  
parton-shower MCsUncertainty from the modeling of parton-shower effects not included right 

now, but usually one of the dominant in the Higgs signal model

Second step - uncertainty estimate

How do we want to estimate 
EW uncertainties?

Correlation of uncertainties with other Higgs production modes 
not discussed here and now, but we'll need to address it 

 
E.g. 


EW-uncertainty VH-VBF correlation

QCD-uncertainty ggZH-ggH correlation


?
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STXS for VH - on the experimental side ... 

Implementation of the uncertainty scheme first intended to provide a parametrization for the 
interpretation of STXS results

Not 'meant' to address residual TH uncertainties within the STXS bins

however

When bins are merged in a measurement (e.g. not enough sensitivity), we are re-introducing 
the dependence on the XS(bin1)/XS(bin2) SM prediction with its uncertainty

Consistent treatment of uncertainty on the measurement and the 
interpretation sides is important

Uncertainty on variables whose shape information is critical in the experimental analyses 
should be encoded as a continuous shape variation, to facilitate a consistent treatment within 

the measured bins and across the boundaries

pTV shape is the critical candidate for VH
(shape information control the bin-bin migration and enters in the MVA discriminant)
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STXS for VH - on the experimental side ... shapes
‣ θ0/150 and θ150/250 act effectively like 2 'shape-variations' with inflection point at 150 and 250 GeV and no 

residual shape in the bins


‣ θ0/150 and θ150/250 are uncorrelated: these two parameters are not intended to encode the shape 
variations from QCD scale variations across the pTV range (which is probably not clearly defined),  
but rather the uncertainty induced by the two cuts on pTV


‣ What do we usually intend with 'pTV shape variation' in the experimental analyses?


‣ one example of this kind of implementation comes directly from ggH:

150 GeV 250 GeV

Each of the θ parameter would 
correspond to a separate shape 

systematic with different inflection points

1

1
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STXS for VH - on the experimental side ... 
Shape uncertainties: example from ggH

Three shape variations with flection points at 60, 120 and 200 GeV

https://indico.cern.ch/event/618048/contributions/2519122/attachments/1428993/2194288/ggF_uncertainty_comparison.pdf
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STXS for VH - on the experimental side ... 
Shape uncertainties: example from ggH

Three shape variations with flection points at 60, 120 and 200 GeV

One potential problem spotted for ggH?


this implementation may work for analyses whose reco-level 
categories are following closely the STXS split, but may result in 

very large uncertainties for analysis that don't

https://indico.cern.ch/event/618048/contributions/2519122/attachments/1428993/2194288/ggF_uncertainty_comparison.pdf
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Conclusions and operative steps

‣ First step towards STXS: start by available MC samples with QCD scale variations 
included and work to derive a first 'draft' of the uncertainty table 
 
this is a first quick step, but can already reveal possible issues to address 
[help/manpower from exp. groups? potentially not trivial to make plots/numbers public 
with a quick turnaround, but we should work around this]


‣ start discussing which tools we want to use for the estimate of all uncertainties:

‣ fixed order prediction consistent with YR4? (vh@nnlo)

‣ resummed calculation / parton-shower MC?

‣ EW uncertainties: how to divide between Sudakow and non-

Sudakow effects, how to estimate the uncertainty? 
(can the new POWHEG-BOX-V2 implementation with NLO EW 
included be helpful?)


‣ parton-shower effects ???


‣ implementation of uncertainties on variables whose shape information is used in the 
analyses has to be treated with care -- discussion
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BACK-UP
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STXS for VH - uncertainty scheme
Example from Dag's talk for ggF -- full table of uncertainties for ggF categories

https://indico.cern.ch/event/618048/contributions/2519117/attachments/1428957/2193875/WG1_March16_2017.pdf
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Notes
from here 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/581691/contributions/2372016/attachments/1371875/2081098/uncertainties.pdf
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Notes
from here 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/581691/contributions/2372016/attachments/1371875/2081098/uncertainties.pdf
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Notes

XStot = XS(0,150) + XS(150,250) + XS(250,inf)


{XStot; XS(0,150); XS(150,inf); XS(150,250); XS(250,inf)} --> 5 observables


Example:

f(0,150) = XS(0,150) / XStot = 0.8

f(150,250) = XS(150,250) / XStot = 0.13

f(250,inf) = XS(250,inf) / XStot = 0.07

XStot = 1.0


Percentage uncertainty bin-by-bin (relative to the bin itself)

ΔY(0,150) [%] = 5%  (5% of 0.8 --> 0.04)

ΔY(150,250) [%] = 10%   (10% of 0.13 --> 0.013)

ΔY(250,inf) [%] = 15%  (15% of 0.07 --> 0.0105)


ΔYtot [%] = 6.35%   (6.35% of 1.0 --> 0.0635)
ΔY(150,inf) [%] = 11.75%   (11.75% of 0.2 --> 0.0235)
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VH Signal Model @ 13TeV
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Talking points with VH(bb) CMS analysis

Signal-uncertainties: as part of the effort on STXS, can we harmonise their treatment?

(interesting towards combination)


Smoking gun: parton-shower uncertainties 
Backgrounds: as part of the V+hf modeling studies, better definition of systematic handles 
from theoretical modeling of these processes


(Participation from the VH(bb) experts is critical here)
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CMS Stage-0 STXS

Target -  
well contained study on a 
~short timescale  
(~months, not ~years)
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STXS: separating measurements from interpretations
‣ maximize measurements 

sensitivity

‣ minimize theory 

dependence 
(models&systematics)

‣ combine all decay channels

‣ measure XS instead of signal strengths

‣ measure XS separately for production modes

‣ measure XS in simplified fiducial volumes

‣ allow for advanced analysis techniques (MVAs)

Exclusive phase space regions (“bins”) defined to
‣ maximize experimental sensitivity

‣ minimize dependence on theory uncertainties 

directly folded into the measurements

‣ provide sensitivity to BSM scenarios

σmeas   =   AggH x μggH x σggHSM   +   AVBF x μVBF x σVBFSM

           =   AggH x σggH   +   AVBF x σVBF

σmeas   =   AaggH x σaggHSM   +   AbggH x σbggHSM   +    AcVBF x σcVBFSM

AggH

AVBF
Signal acceptance

theory dependent

a,b,c = “bins” of STXS

AiggH

AiVBF
Signal acceptance dependent on SM signal kinematic only within the given bin “i” 
[reduce theory dependence]

Simplified Template Cross Sections - VH
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gg→ZH (loop-induced) MC modeling


